Electrophysiologic correlates of direction and elevation cues for sound localization in the human brainstem.
Our objective was to study the effects of sound source direction and elevation on human brainstem electrical activity associated with sound localization. The subjects comprised 15 normal-hearing and symmetrically hearing adults Auditory brainstem evoked potentials (ABEPs) were recorded from three channels, in response to alternating-polarity clicks, presented at a rate of 21.1/s, at nine virtual spatial locations with different direction and elevation attributes Equivalent dipoles of the binaural interaction components (BICs) of ABEPs were derived by subtracting the response to binaural clicks at each spatial location from the algebraic sum of monaural responses to stimulation of each ear in turn. The BICs included two major components corresponding in latency to the vertex-neck-recorded components V and VI of ABEP. A significant decrease of the first BIC's equivalent dipole magnitude was observed for clicks in the horizontal-frontal position (no elevation) in the midsagittal plane, and for clicks in the left-horizontal (no elevation) and right diagonally above the head (medium elevation) positions in the coronal plane, compared to clicks positioned directly above the head. Significant effects on equivalent dipole latencies of this component were found for front-back positions in the midsagittal plane and left-right positions in the coronal plane, compared to clicks positioned directly above the head. The most remarkable finding was a significant change in equivalent dipole orientations across stimulus conditions. We conclude that the changes in BIC equivalent dipole latency, amplitude and orientation across stimulus conditions reflect differences in the distribution of binaural pontine activity evoked by sounds in different spatial locations.